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 Kubota’s expanded lineup of compact and full size zero-turn mowers deliver the 
versatility and professional performance to increase efficiency.



Photo shown with optional Kubota Catch All grass catcher.

With an expanded range of 
gasoline, diesel and Propane 
mowers, Kubota offers the 
high-performance Z-Series 
to conquer most mowing 
challenges.
Kubota’s versatile and high-performance 

lineup of zero-turn mowers features full-

size and compact models with diesel or 

gasoline engines. These models boast 

a high-capacity HST, the deepest mower 

deck in the industry, and more. Plus, with 

the introduction of clean Propane models, 

the expanded Z-Series will take on most 

job and cut it down to size.

S E R I E S



Replaceable, large suction 
paper cartridge filter keeps the 
transmission clean

Strong casting rear shaft 
cover for durability

Extended rear axle case for added strength

Enclosed hydraulic control 
valves for mower deck lifting 
requires no external hoses

HST capacity:
High volume/low pressure for
long life.

External, gear-hydraulic charge pump
keeps the pumps primed

Wet-type multi-disk brakes 
tractor technology (on 
parking brake) for added 
durability

Durable copper metal cylinder 
face promotes smooth pump 
operations

Wet-type hydraulic PTO clutch; 
tractor technology / durability

KUBOTA GASOLINE 
ENGINE

KUBOTA DIESEL
ENGINE

Kubota diesel engines are known for their durability, high performance, energy 
efficiency and reliability.  Their fuel efficiency, high torque, quiet operation and 
reduced emissions help you take on heavy mowing jobs for extended periods. 
And, whether it’s our 21, 23, 26, or 31-horsepower engine, it will exceed even 
the highest expectations of commercial landscapers.

Dual-Element Air Cleaner
Kubota ZD-Series mowers come 
equipped with a dual-element air 
cleaner which features a vacuum 
sensor that 
indicates when 
to service the 
air cleaner.

Clean-flow Structure Carburetor Drain Cock*
*Consult operator manual 
for proper usage and  
handle with care.

Removable Engine Cover
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The V-Twin Kubota gasoline engine delivers durability and 
productivity like no other. Available in 22HP or 27HP, this reliable, 
air-cooled engine* offers outstanding performance and quiet 
operation. Specifically designed for mowing, it features Kubota’s 
clean-flow structure, which virtually eliminates the likelihood 
of grass clippings clogging the wide cooling air passages. 
Plus, with its removable engine cover for easy access and a 
unique carburetor drain cock that simplifies seasonal storage, 
maintenance is simple and hassle-free.         *Liquid-cooled engine for ZG332

For superior durability, we incorporated an integral-type, 
twin-hydrostatic transmission. Except for an occasional 
fluid change, its hermetically-sealed structure requires 
no maintenance or belts to change.
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KUBOTA ENGINE The Z-Series mowers feature Kubota’s original gasoline, diesel and Propane engines, 
ranging in size from 21 to 31 horsepower. Choose the one that’s right for you.

MODEL CHART

Final gear reduction for 
improved efficiency and torque

KUBOTA PROPANE ENGINE
Kubota’s new 31HP liquid-cooled LPG (Liquefied petroleum gas) 
engine delivers ‘‘green’’ performance with reduced toxic and CO2 
emissions while still maintaining the same high levels of productivity. 
The engine’s clean-burning propane also eliminates carburetor 
maintenance, can be stored for long periods without worry of fuel 
deterioration, and nearly eliminates the possibility of vapor lock 
problems, providing stable performance for the years to come. 

Large Fuel Tank
Kubota has increased the fuel capacity 
for all 300 Series models to 12.9 gallons 
by including two fuel tanks. This allows 
the operator to work longer and more 
efficiently without stopping to refuel. 
This feature is especially handy for 
those big jobs.

NEW
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6.5-inch Deep 

Mower Deck*

(for 60 and 72 inch Decks)

PRO COMMERCIAL MOWER DECK
For outstanding cutting performance, nothing surpasses Kubota’s 
extra-deep mower deck. With depths of 6" and 6.5", the deepest in 
the industry, the Z-Series mower deck is available in four sizes --- 72", 
60", 54" and 48"--- to take on jobs large and small. 

ANTI-OVERFLOW SYSTEM
The leading edge of the mower deck greatly 
reduces grass blow-back and helps keep lawns 
looking nice and clean, particularly in dry 
conditions.

FLEXIBLE 
DISCHARGE CHUTE
The Z-Series mower deck features 
a discharge chute crafted from 
a flexible-but-sturdy material, 
which helps reduce damage to 
landscaping.

BAFFLE DESIGN
The mower deck’s advanced 
baffle design improves 
airflow to better discharge 
grass clippings, optimizing 
cutting performance for 
every job.

* Except for ZG227A-60

Steel Rod Reinforced Deck
The rear discharge deck is reinforced with 1"  diameter 
steel rods on the skirt to improve the durability and 
longevity. Additionally, the reinforcements are easily 
replaceable if damaged or worn.

Our steel rod reinforced, 60" rear discharge mower provides 
the ZD326/ZD331/ZG327 with exceptional performance. This 
professional 5.5" deep deck gives you a fast and clean cut even 
in tall grass or weeds. Reducing the likelihood of thrown objects 
is a certain benefit, especially near streets, schools, and parks 
because grass is discharged behind the mower rather than to the 
side. Moreover, it offers the operator greater control in confined 
spaces such as in cemeteries or around flowerbeds. 

KUBOTA 
SIDE DISCHARGE MOWER

KUBOTA 
REAR DISCHARGE MOWER
60" REAR DISCHARGE MOWER



Cup Holder

Flexible Cover
The Z200 Series employs a flexible-yet-
sturdy discharge cover to help prevent 
damage to shrubs and landscaping.

Instrument Panel
With the user-friendly instrument panel, 
Kubota keeps essential controls and 
indicators close for easy access and 
viewing. They’re all here—warning 
indicator, fuel gauge and more.

Mower Access
For easy access to the 
upper mower, mower belts 
and universal joint, the Z200 
Series features a convenient 
maintenance hatch built into 
the operator’s platform.

Stamped Mower Deck (ZG222A-48S)
For an economical choice, the ZG222A-48S is 
equipped with a 5"-deep stamped mower deck.

Pedal-type Lift System
Elevate the mower deck and roll 
right over obstacles. The Z200 
Series includes a hydraulic lift 
system that raises the deck with 
the simple push of a pedal. And, 
if necessary, a special one-touch 
lock allows you to keep the deck 
raised for transportation.

■ Z200 Series Main Features

[COMPACT MODELS]

SERIES 
The Z200 Series provides the convenience and versatility of a compact mower 
with professional performance and power.

• 22HP Kubota gasoline engine

• 6"-deep, 48"-wide mower deck (ZG222A-48)

• 5"-deep, 48"-stamped mower deck (ZG222A-48S)

• High-performance HST transmission

• Full-flat operator platform

• Comfortable seat

• Adjustable speed control levers

• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift

• Hands-free parking brake

• Maintenance lift (optional)

• 27HP Kubota gasoline engine

• 6"-deep, 54"/60"-wide mower deck

• High-performance HST transmission

• Full-flat operator platform

• Comfortable seat

• Adjustable speed control levers

• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift

• Hands-free parking brake

• Maintenance lift (optional)

48"
Pro commercial

mower

48"
Stamped

mower

GASOLINE ENGINE MODELS

ZG227/L
54"

Pro commercial

mower

• 2

• 6

• 5

• H
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• H

• H

• M

48"
Pro commercial

mower

48"
Stamped

mower

GASOLINE ENGINE MODELS

ZG222

60"
Pro commercial

mower



• 21HP Kubota diesel engine

• 6"-deep, 48"/54"-wide mower deck 

• High-performance HST transmission

• Full-flat operator platform

• Comfortable seat

• Adjustable speed control levers

• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift

• Hands-free parking brake

• Maintenance lift (optional)

54"
Pro commercial

mower

48"
Pro commercial

mower

Easy Maintenance
Maintenance doesn’t get any easier. The seat 
panel lifts up for quick access to the HST, the 
hood opens for routine maintenance (adding 
oil, etc.), an operator platform hatch makes 
upper mower access a snap—and all three 
can be opened at once. Plus, Kubota’s optional 
tilt-up lift feature is 
also available for 
routine maintenance 
underneath the mower.

Engine AccessHST Access

Mower Access

■ Z200 Series Main Features

The ZD221 compact mower features a reliable 21HP diesel 
engine and the versatility to take on jobs big and small.

60"
Pro commercial

mower

GASOLINE ENGINE MODELS 

ZG327

• 27HP Kubota gasoline engine

• 6.5"-deep, 60"-wide mower deck

• Semi-pneumatic (flat-free) front caster tires 

• High-performance HST transmission

• Full-flat operator platform

• High-back deluxe suspension seat

• Adjustable speed control levers

• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift

• Hands-free parking brake

• Maintenance lift (optional)

[FULL-SIZE MODELS]

SERIES 

■ Z300 Series Main Features

High-back Deluxe Suspension Seat 
When you’re mowing all day long, comfort 
is a necessity. And Kubota’s standard 
deluxe link-type suspension seat takes 
comfort to a whole 
new level. The extra-
wide seat features 
adjustable armrests, 
lumbar support, 
weight adjustment, 
and much more, to 
give the operator a 
custom fit. Lumbar Support

Suspension Seat 
Adjustment Lever

Reclining Dial

Kubota’s rugged ZD327 gasoline-engine mower easily 
tackles the toughest mowing jobs.

Maintenance Lift 
(Optional)

DIESEL ENGINE MODELS

ZD221



■ Z300 Series Main Features

DIESEL ENGINE MODELS

ZD323

• 23HP Kubota diesel engine 

• 6.5”-deep, 60”-wide mower deck

• Adjustable front axle (oscillating/rigid)

• High-performance HST transmission

• Full-flat operator platform

• High-back deluxe suspension seat

• Adjustable speed control levers

• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift

• Hands-free parking brake

• Maintenance lift

60"
Pro commercial

mower

Adjustable Front Axle* 
(Oscillating/Rigid)
The ZD300 Series features an 
adjustable front axle that can be 
switched from oscillating to rigid 
by using two pins. The oscillating 
front axle provides a smooth 
ride, while a rigid front axle helps 
deliver an even cut while mowing 
rough terrain.
*Rigid on ZG327/ZG332

Adjustable Speed 
Control Levers

Semi-Pneumatic (Flat-Free) 
Front Caster Tires
Standard with ZG327/ZG332/ZD331P/ZD326P models

Hands-free Parking Brake/
Deck Lift Pedals
With the Z300 Series, the foot operated 
parking brake can easily be set while 
maintaining control with both hands. 
And, thanks to the 2-pedal hydraulic 
deck lift system, you can easily raise 
and lower the deck to keep mowing in 
spite of obstacles. All three pedals are 
placed directly in front of you on the 
angled footboard for easy access.

The highly reliable ZD300 diesel-engine mowers 
deliver power, torque, performance, and comfort.

72"
Pro commercial

mower

GASOLINE ENGINE MODELS 

ZG332

• New 32.5HP Kubota 3-cylinder liquid-

  cooled gasoline engine

• 6.5"-deep, 60"/72"-wide mower deck

• Semi-pneumatic (flat-free) front caster tires 

• High-performance HST transmission

• Full-flat operator platform

• High-back deluxe suspension seat

• Adjustable speed control levers

• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift

• Hands-free parking brake

• Maintenance lift (optional)

The new ZG332 mowers deliver unmatched productivity with 
their powerful liquid-cooled Kubota Gasoline-engine.

60"
Pro commercial

mower



Kubota’s heavy-duty ZD326/ZD331 diesel mower makes even the most difficult mowing tasks look easy.

■ Z300 Series Main Features

Mower Access
The Z300 Series features a special 
maintenance hatch, with a built-in storage 
pocket, on the 
full-flat operator 
platform. It allows 
easy access to 
the upper mower, 
mower belt, 
gearbox case and 
universal joint.

Shaft Drive 1/4" Increment Cutting 
Height Adjustment

Maintenance Lift*
Kubota’s innovative two-pin, tilt-up, lift feature allows 
the front of the Z300 Series to be easily raised without 
having to remove the mid-mount mower, making routine 
maintenance underneath the mower quick and simple. 
It’s like having a built-
in jack right there when 
you need it.
*Stand type maintenance lift kit is 
optional on ZG327 and ZG332.

Full-Flat Operator Platform

1.6" width increase

• 26HP Kubota diesel engine

• 6.5"-deep, 60"-wide mower deck

• Adjustable front axle (oscillating/rigid)

• Semi-pneumatic (flat-free) front caster tires 

   (ZD326P)

• High-performance HST transmission

• Full-flat operator platform

• High-back deluxe suspension seat

• Adjustable speed control levers

• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift

• Hands-free parking brake

• Maintenance lift

60"
Pro commercial

mower

DIESEL ENGINE MODELS

ZD326P/S

• 31HP Kubota diesel engine

• 6.5"-deep, 60"/72"-wide mower deck

• Adjustable front axle (oscillating/rigid)

• Semi-pneumatic (flat-free) front caster tires

• High-performance HST transmission

• Full-flat operator platform

• High-back deluxe suspension seat

• Adjustable speed control levers

• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift

• Hands-free parking brake

• Maintenance lift

60"
Pro commercial

mower

72"
Pro commercial

mower

DIESEL ENGINE MODELS

ZD331P/LP



Ideal for commercial applications, the Z300 series rear discharge mowers allow 
for greater trim ability and the reduced likelihood of thrown objects.

• 27HP Kubota gasoline engine 
• 5.5"-deep, 60"-wide mower deck
• Semi-pneumatic (flat-free) front 

caster tires
• High-performance HST transmission
• Full-flat operator platform
• High-back deluxe suspension seat
• Adjustable speed control levers
• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift
• Hands-free parking brake
• Maintenance lift (optional)

60"
Rear discharge 

mower

GASOLINE ENGINE MODEL 

ZG327RP
Rear Discharge Mower

DIESEL ENGINE MODELS

ZD326RP
ZD331RP
Rear Discharge Mower

• 26HP/31HP Kubota diesel engine 
• 5.5"-deep, 60"-wide mower deck
• Adjustable front axle 
  (oscillating/rigid)
• Semi-pneumatic (flat-free) front 

caster tires
• High-performance HST transmission
• Full-flat operator platform
• High-back deluxe suspension seat
• Adjustable speed control levers
• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift
• Hands-free parking brake
• Rear Fender Extensions
• Maintenance lift

60"
Rear discharge 

mower

Get outstanding clean performance with 
this eco-conscious mower.

• New 31HP Kubota 3-cylinder liquid-
cooled LPG engine

• 6.5"-deep 60"/72"-wide mower deck
• Semi-pneumatic (flat-free) front 

caster tires 
• High-performance HST transmission
• Full-flat operator platform
• High-back deluxe suspension seat
• Adjustable speed control levers
• Hands-free hydraulic deck lift
• Hands-free parking brake
• Maintenance lift (optional)

LPG ENGINE MODEL 

ZP330NEW

72"
Pro commercial

mower

60"
Pro commercial

mower



■ SPECIFICATIONS

The company reserves the right to change the above specifications without notice.
This brochure is for descriptive purposes only. Please contact your local Kubota dealer for warranty information.
For your safety, Kubota strongly recommends the use of a Rollover Protective Structure (ROPS) and seat belt in almost all applications.

22HP@3600rpm 27HP@3600rpm

67.3 (1710)61.0 (1550) 61.1 (1552) in. (mm) 75.2 (1911)

47.7 (1210)in. (mm) 57.5 (1460)

RCK60P-327Z RCK72P-332Z

Rigid Rigid Swivel

69.9 (1775)in. (mm)

34.3 (870)in. (mm)

51.0 (1295)in. (mm)

52.8 (1340)in. (mm)

2-hand levers

0-9.0 (0-14.5)mph (km/h)

Hydraulic independent PTO clutch with wet multi disks

Wet single disk
RCK48P-222ZRCK48S-222Z RCK54P-227Z RCK60P-227Z RCK60P-327Z RCK60P-331Z RCK60P-331Z RCK60P-331Z RCK72P-331ZRCK60R-331Z RCK60R-331Z RCK60P-327Z RCK72P-332Z

Hydraulic
Pro commercial-Fabricated deck Pro commercial-Fabricated deckStamped

5.0 (127) 6.0 (152) 6.5 (165) 5.5 (140)in. (mm)

0.13 (3.4) 0.15 (3.8)in. (mm) 0.17 (4.2) 0.15 (3.8) / 0.17 (4.2)

48 in. 54 in. 60 in. 60 in. 72 in.

17000 FPM 18100 FPM15800 FPM 18100 FPM 18100 FPM 18200 FPM17100 FPM 17100 FPM

7.1 (27)gals. (ltrs.) 12.9 (49) 33.5 x 2 (15.2 x 2 kg)12.7 (48)

Gasoline, air-cooled V-Twin with heavy-duty canister air filter Gasoline, air-cooled V-Twin
with heavy-duty canister air filter

Key switch Key switch

46.9 (768)cu.in. (cc)

83.7 (2126) 83.9 (2130)82.5 (2096)

ZG222A-48S

Kubota KGZ770-E2-MA3 Kubota KGZ770-E2-MA2

ZG222A-48 ZG227A-54 ZG227LA-60

in. (mm) 87.8 (2230) 91.7 (2329) 95.0 (2414) 
63.1 (1604) 75.2 (1911) 87.6 (2224) 

36.6 (930)in. (mm)

Wet multi disks, foot applied, released

Shaft drive

0-5.0 (0-8.0)mph (km/h)

0-10.6 (0-17.0)

0-5.3 (0-8.5)

Rigid

Key stop

13.4 Amps at 12 Volts 13.4 Amps at 12 Volts
-

Model

Engine

Wheel base

Dimensions

Travel speed
range

Tread

Tire size

1168 (530)1102 (500)lbs. (kg) 1565 (710) 1651 (749) 1763 (800)1190 (540) 1235 (560)Weight (w/ mower) 

Engine stop system

Fuel tank capacity

Battery

Alternator capacity

Water temperature indicator

Transmission system

Speed control

Type
Model

Max. horsepower (Gross)

Total displacement

Starting system

Overall length

Overall width

(w/o mower)

Overall height

(w/ ROPS folded)

(w/ ROPS upright)

Front

Rear

Forward

Reverse

Type

Brake type

PTO

Mower deck
Mower lift system

Model

Mower deck type

Deck depth
Belt type

Deck steel thickness

Anti-scalp roller

Number of blades

Cutting height

Mounting system of mower

Blade tip speed (max.)

Cutting width of mower

PTO brake

Clutch type

Rear

Front

ZG222 ZG227 ZG327 ZG332

2-HST w/ Gear reduction 2-HST w/ Gear reduction

Kubota D782-E3-ZD-1

ZD221-48/54 ZG327PA-60 ZG327RPA-60R ZG332P-60 ZG332LP-72 ZD326RP-60R ZD331RP-60R

Kubota KGZ770-E2-MA1 Kubota KG770-E2-MA1 Kubota WG972-G-E3-ZG-1

21HP@3200rpm 27HP@3600rpm 32.5HP@3600rpm

58.7 (962)46.9 (768)

61.1 (1552)/67.3 (1710) 75.2 (1911)

34.3 (870)

51.0 (1295)

RCK48P-222Z/RCK54P-227Z

6.5 (165) 6.5 (165) 6.5 (165)5.5 (140)

6.1 (23)

51R (12 V, 70 min., 
CCA: 475A)U1L-10 (12 V, RC: 22 min., CCA: 300, CA: 365) 

U1L10 (12 V, RC: 22 min., 
CCA: 300, CA: 365) 

14 Amps at 14 Volts

51R (12 V, 70 min., CCA: 475A)

47.5 (778)

35.6 (905)

52.2 (1325)

13 × 5.0-6 Pneumatic 15 × 6.0-6 Pneumatic 15 × 6.0-6 Non-Flat 15 × 6.0-6 Flat-free15 × 6.0-6 Non-flat

23 × 10.5-12 26 × 12.0-12
1224 (555)/1245 (565)

Multi-BeltMulti-Belt

ZD221

(w/ mower)

 

26HP@3200rpm 31HP@3000rpm 31HP@3600rpm

87.6 (2224)

42.1 (1070)

59.8 (1520)

38.4 (975)42.1 (1070)38.4 (975)

55.5 (1410)

38.4 (975)

55.5 (1410) 58.9 (1495)52.5 (1410)

38.4 (975)

55.5 (1410)

42.1 (1070)

58.8 (1495)

75.4 (1915)

66.1 (1679)

61.2 (1555) 64.8 (1645)61.2 (1555) 64.8 (1645)

2-hand lever

0-10.6 (0-17.0)

Shaft drive

Hydraulic independent PTO clutch with wet multi disks

Wet single disk

Hydraulic

0.17 (4.2)

60 in. 60 in.48 in./54 in.

Rigid Swivel

72 in. 72 in.

3 blades
 1 in. ~ 5 in. / 1/4 in. increments

Quick joint, parallel linkage

3 blades

1 in. ~ 5 in. / 1/4 in. increments
Quick joint, parallel linkage

18100 FPM17000 FPM 18200 FPM

ZD326P-60ZD326S-60 ZD331P-60 ZD331LP-72 ZP331P-60 ZP331P-72

Diesel, liquid-cooled (3 cyl.) LPG, liquid-cooled (3 cyl.)Gasoline, liquid-cooled (3 cyl.)Diesel, liquid-cooled
(3 cyl.)

61.1 (1001)
Key switch - super glow Key switchKey switch - super glow

77.0 (1261) 58.7 (962)

72.8 (1850) 75.2 (1911)

87.4 (2220) 91.9 (2335)

63.1 (1604)

87.4 (2220)

75.2 (1911)

91.7 (2329)

87.6 (2224)

95 (2414)

45.3 (1150)

Wet multi disks, foot applied, released

0-5.3 (0-8.5)

0-9.3 (0-15.0)

0-5.2 (0-8.3)

Swivel

Key stop

14 Amps at 14 Volts14 Amps at 14 Volts
StandardStandard -

Electric

Standard

Electric

StandardHour meter

Fuel gauge

1700 (771)1667 (756) 1770 (803) 1681 (763) 1876 (851) 1940 (880)1715 (778)1645 (746)

ZD326 ZD331 ZP330

Kubota D902-E3-ZD

23HP@3200rpm

ZD323-60

54.8 (898)

ZD323

Kubota D1005-E3-ZD-2 Kubota D1305-E3-ZD Kubota WG972-GL-E3-ZG-1

1667 (756)

5.5 (140)

17100 FPM 18100 FPM 18200 FPM

Z200 SERIES Z300 SERIES
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KUBOTA TRACTOR CORPORATION
Kubota Tractor Corporation, 3401 Del Amo Boulevard, Torrance CA 90503
Western Division: 1175 S. Guild Ave., Lodi, CA 95240 Tel (209) 334-9910
Central Division: 14855 FAA Boulevard, Fort Worth, TX 76155 Tel (817) 571-0900
Northern Division: 6300 at One Kubota Way, Groveport, OH 43125 Tel (614) 835-1100
Southeast Division: 1025 Northbrook Parkway, Suwanee, GA 30024 Tel (770) 995-8855

Visit our web site at: www.kubota.com

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS 

MULCHING BLADES
Forged from high-quality steel, 
our Z-Series mulching blades 
are incredibly durable and hold 
their edges longer.

Kubota produces superior mulch

Work lights, front blade, and striping kit* are available 
for selected models. See dealer for details.
*Not available for ZG332 

"CATCH ALL" 
2-BAG STYLE GRASS CATHCER
(GCK60-331ZA/GCK54-200ZB)
The large capacity cathcer allows the operator to mow 
longer over a larger area without stopping as often to 
empty clippings. For the quick removal of grass clippings, 
the lid is simply unlocked and the bag slides out.

ADVANCED MULCHING SYSTEM
The deep mower deck of the Kubota Z-Series is 
perfect for mulching, even in thick grass. A Kubota 
original baffle has been added to the closed-system 
design to optimize airflow and facilitate repeated 
cutting. The mulching blades are designed to 
provide an extra-fine cut, 
leaving a beautiful finish.

"CATCH ALL" 
HOPPER STYLE GRASS CATCHER 
(GCK60H-332Z /GCK72H-332Z)
With a large capacity of 11.4 bushels, the hopper is easy 
to remove and allows the operator to dump the mowed 
grass while seated.

Cat.No.2296-01-US Printed in Japan.D.REX.'16-JUN.


